Concerning the Regge trajectories ~t(t/-') in the Wick-Cutkosky model (~) (4~ s is the centre-ofImass energy squared and ~-angular momentum --1), GATTO and MENOTTI (2) (abbreviated as G M hereafter) made a perturbation calculation to first order in the coupling constant 2 to indicate that trajectories +~(~l :) should undergo pairwise (, collision )) to become complex thereafter. Graphs of trajectories in the complex n-plane were given for ,~= 0.1 and 4.
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While they argued that their first-order perturbation formula should become exact asymptotically as 1~21-~ 0+, we must notice that one is left with a question of how the asymptotic parts of trajectories so obtained connect with the other parts with small 1~21.
We have examined their results without recourse to the perturbation expansion Stated precisely, the following conclusions A) and B) arc obtained from the numerical calculations and the conclusions B') and C) by analytical methods. We note that the A-type and the B-type bchaviours as defined below cannot be obtained so long as one resorts to thc first-order perturbation in ~.
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(3) The trajectories we describe in this letter are in the (r~ 2, n)-plane with both ~]~ and n real. The parts of trajectorics with complex n will be reported in the forthcoming paper. B') The B-type behaviour of the trajectories can be confirmed analytically also, in the particular case of ~ =-~ for which the n-axis happens to be tangent to all the vertices of parabolas. C) For the series of 2 ----5V2--¼ (N = 2, 3, 4 .... ), we have another type of behaviour which is such crossing as shown in Fig. 4 (these are the cases of 2 ~ 3.75 with time parity, even or odd}. Trajectories cross pairwise on the n-axis, on both sides of which the n's are real. Now, let us sketch our analysis. Thanks to the 04-symmetry of the model we consider, the bound-state energy levels are degenerate, depending only on the principal quantum number n; the angular momentum 1 takes on the integer values in 0 ~ l ~ n--1 To avoid complications arising from the degeneracy, we have confined ourselves to the case of n = 1-~ 1. The energy can then be determined by the Wick-Cutkosky eigen-
